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Memory and the Vietnam War: A Daughter’s Choice in Yung Krall’s A Thousand Tears Falling

by Nathalie Huynh Chau Nguyen

Abstract

This article examines the representation of memory and loss in Yung Krall’s A Thousand Tears Falling: The True Story of a Vietnamese Family Torn Apart by War, Communism, and the CIA (1995). The Vietnam War split this particular family along geographical and political lines. Krall’s account narrates her observations, as a female child, of the hardships suffered by her mother and siblings in South Vietnam after the departure of her father and older brother for North Vietnam in 1954. Her story articulates and reconstructs a past framed by the war and the trauma and family division it engendered. Although she never stopped loving her father, Krall gave her allegiance to South Vietnam, working for the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), marrying a US Navy pilot and eventually becoming a spy for the CIA. Her narrative is an extraordinary account of the opposing choices that she and her father (a highly-placed official in the North Vietnamese hierarchy) made with regard to the war and to Vietnam.

A Thousand Tears Falling forms part of a growing body of diasporic narratives by Vietnamese women. Krall’s account is distinctive for the following reasons: firstly, her perspective is that of a woman, a Southerner, and a civilian; and secondly, her personal journey is a rare and unusual one that led her not only to oppose her father and support the cause he fought against, but to become a successful operative for a foreign agency. Her story provides another dimension to a war whose representation has been dominated by the experiences of male combatants. Her narrative is a valuable contribution to the collective process of remembering and recording the war. It expresses loss and mourning – for parent and sibling, for country – but also reveals the fashioning of a new life and purpose in a new country.

Krall’s greatest loss was that of all the men in her immediate family: her father and two brothers. Her father’s departure for the North signalled his official disappearance from his family’s life. He was a Vietminh senator and, like many others, changed his name after going north for “re-grouping” in 1954, becoming known thereafter as Dang Quang Minh. He achieved a prominent position as the National Liberation Front (NLF) ambassador to the Soviet Union in 1965, arriving in Moscow in April of that year to head the largest NLF mission overseas. “The NLF delegation presented its “credentials” to the chairman of the Soviet Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Committee on April 30, 1965. An interview with Dang Quang Minh appeared in the Soviet publication New Times, in the edition dated May 26, 1965.”

These words by Yung Krall, in her autobiographical narrative A Thousand Tears Falling: The True Story of a Vietnamese Family Torn Apart by War, Communism, and the CIA (1995), refer to the workings of her memory and the recurrent and haunting images of the past that it conveys. Her story is a means of articulating and reconstructing this past, a past framed by the Vietnam War and the trauma it engendered. While traumatic memories are fragmented and “encoded in the form of vivid sensations and images” (Herman 1992: 38), Krall imposes a coherent shape and structure on hers. Her narrative is orderly and linear. It unfolds like a roll of film, with vivid and detailed images stretching from Vietnam in the late forties to France, England and the United States in the seventies. Krall’s family, like many others, was split along geographical and political lines by the war. Her account narrates her observations, as a female child, of the hardships suffered by her mother and siblings after the departure of her father and older brother north of the 17th parallel in 1954. The partition of Vietnam into North and South following the Geneva Agreement led to the sundering of Krall’s family into two separate units, the father and eldest son in communist North Vietnam and the mother and six younger children in non-communist South Vietnam. This separation was not only geographical but political. Although she never stopped loving her father, Krall gave her allegiance to South Vietnam, working for the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), marrying a US Navy pilot and eventually becoming a spy for the CIA. Her narrative is an extraordinary account of the opposing choices that she and her father (a highly-placed official in the North Vietnamese hierarchy) made with regard to the war and to Vietnam.

He didn’t know that my problem had never been a lack of memories, but too many memories; my mind was like an endless movie, now a documentary, now a tragic drama in which my family’s scattered members were the unwilling and unfortunate actors.

Yung Krall
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can have your comrade” (6). The mother’s gesture is heavily symbolic, since it underlines to her husband the fact that he chose the communist party over his own children and that by leaving them, he was cutting himself away from them. It also signified the severance of the children from the aims and ideals of the party. Other photographs survive: pictures of Krall’s siblings and mother, and of her father on his own, but Krall’s early years in the Mekong delta live on only in the memories of surviving family members and in Krall’s narrative. It is perhaps for this reason that her descriptions are so detailed. Her writing not only evokes the past: it is an affirmation of her identity. The act of writing, in this context, serves a therapeutic function by shaping traumatic memories into words and giving form to vivid and iconic images of the past (Henke 1998: xviii).

Krall’s narrative reveals that her father remained faithful to the party and that, to the end of his life, he put politics before his family. In that sense, he was always “lost” to his children. Krall made a number of fruitless attempts to reintegrate him into the family after the end of the war. She did not see her father again until 1975, the year that saw the fall of South Vietnam and Krall’s induction into the CIA. Father and daughter were briefly reunited in Tokyo, after a separation of more than twenty years. Dang Quang Minh was there as part of a delegation to attend the Ban-the-Bomb rally in August of that year. Krall flew to Tokyo with her son to see him, and informed the CIA that this visit was an international dimension not only to their encounter, but to the lives of father and daughter—he as an official representative of the communist regime, she as the wife of an American and now a CIA operative. They were total strangers to each other’s lives and had not met for over two decades. Yet the sense of familiarity and intimacy is conveyed from Krall’s point of view: “I don’t know how I knew immediately who it was, but I did.” Of course, she knew it was him, while he had no idea that his daughter, whom he’d last seen as an eight-year-old child in South Vietnam, was in Japan.

From their subsequent encounter in his Tokyo hotel and the arguments that erupted between father and daughter, Krall’s narrative makes clear that although the love between them was undiminished, they were poles apart ideologically. Krall arranged for her parents to meet in Paris in 1975, and again in London in 1977, but her father refused to join his wife, children and grandchildren overseas, deeming it a betrayal of the party. Krall recounts his reasons for doing so: “I want the same thing you want,” he insisted. “My needs are not different from yours or your mother’s. You have my love, your mother has my loyalty, my faithfulness from a husband to a wife. But what you ask me I can’t deliver, for I’ll not walk away from my party” (383). Krall’s revelation of this divide between her father and herself underscores an already painful process of remembering. “Writing about a parent is never easy,” as Ursula Owen points out, “our parents lie at the heart of our innermost feelings, and are part of our innermost debates. For daughters writing about fathers, this difficulty seems to be acute” (1983: 10). A difficulty that was reinforced, in Krall’s case, by political division and lifelong separation.

The war also set Krall’s brothers on opposite sides. Her older brother Khoi was an officer in the North Vietnamese army (PAVN) and went to the Soviet Union for training in 1966, while her younger brother Hai Van joined the South Vietnamese air force and went to the United States for training in 1970. Krall’s book juxtaposes photographs of her brothers (in uniform) on the same page, a feature that brings into relief both their close family relationship and the political gulf that set them apart. Krall did not see her older brother Khoi during the war, but she grew up with Hai Van and was devastated when he died in January 1971 in a training accident in Georgia. He was twenty-one. Krall records her shock at this unexpected loss: “It can’t be, I screamed in my
head. Not him, not a twenty-one-year-old young man who hadn’t even had a chance to fight for his country yet!” (203). Over twenty years later, her anguish is still patent: “How can one be “strong” and “take it well” when a little brother dies? I am still bitter about his death, still angry, and I miss him immensely” (204). Her brother’s death is inextricably linked to the war, the division of her family and the loss of her country, and remains one of the most traumatic memories of the Vietnam War for Krall. In an article in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Elizabeth Kurylo writes: “His death still haunts Krall, whose stoicism crumbles as she talks about him. [...] ‘When people say “I know your pain,” they really don’t. But the pain I carry from losing my brother taught me about other people’s grief and the loss of their sons and their husbands and their fathers. That was the hardest thing in my life” (1998: D10). Krall’s representation of wartime Vietnam is defined by her father’s absence and the damaging effect of politics and war on family cohesion. Her brother’s death crystallized this divide and made his loss even harder to bear as a result.

Krall’s life story presents the construction and reconstruction of her identity through years of war and displacement. Her father’s departure not only signified a personal loss, but led to the falsification of her identity. He instructed his wife to have false birth certificates registered for their children, with the father listed as “missing,” which in legal terms meant that he was “unknown,” so that they could not be linked with him. It is clear that these measures traumatized Krall and that she felt that she had lost an essential part of herself in the process. As she writes:

My mother stood before a judge and swore to the “truth” regarding her “missing husband,” and the children of Dang Van Quang became children without a father. To complete the illusion, Hai Van and I got new names. I became Tran Ngoc Yung [...]. For days after that brief appearance in court, though, I felt as if I had lost something very precious, very personal, and very powerful – my identity [...]. That miserable paper that said I was a bastard child was important – important to the illusion, Hai Van and I got new names. I became Tran Ngoc Yung [...]. For days after that brief appearance in court, though, I felt as if I had lost something very precious, very personal, and very powerful – my identity [...]. That miserable paper that said I was a bastard child was important – important to the

The falsification of Krall’s details and the obliteration of her father’s presence were compounded by her name change, which signified a denial of her own identity. The “lie” that Krall was forced to live as a child was an official reality since 1954. His two brothers remained in the North (133). Krall forged a new identity for herself as a loyal citizen of South Vietnam, and this allowed her at last to break with her father’s politics and follow her own convictions.

Krall refashioned herself anew when her circumstances changed again. She met and fell in love with a US Navy pilot in 1967 and moved with him to the States in 1968. She married and her son was born there, but the experience of leaving her country proved traumatic and resulted in marked feelings of displacement and disorientation. She has little recollection of either her marriage or her first months in the United States, and this is reflected in the sparseness of details regarding this period of her life. She writes, “I wasn’t doing very well at all. I had dreams and nightmares of home almost every night: I dreamed of Viet Nam, of Sai Gon, I heard Vietnamese music, I dreamed of Viet Cong trying to break up my marriage” (202). Krall’s revisiting of Vietnam, familiar people and places in dreams parallels that of many Vietnamese refugees and migrants. Such vivid dreams and nightmares are a means of reconnecting with a lost homeland and are common to displaced people (Thomas 1999: 177).

Krall’s most dramatic reinvention was that of a spy for the CIA. Her successful work in espionage was in response to a series of factors allied to her displacement from Vietnam. One was clearly a determination to act for both her new and old countries—Vietnamese communist agents not only represented a regime she was opposed to, but were also harming her new country. Secondly, she acted in payment for her family’s freedom and safe passage to America—she had given her word to the US Navy that she would do so. Finally, her actions were in memory of her brother Hai Van. Krall stressed to the CIA that she would never spy on her father. However, if her father’s comrades assumed that, as her beloved daughter, her political beliefs coincided with his,
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then she did not abase them and used her connection to him to successfully carry out her work as a CIA agent in those circles. It was her anger and grief at the desecration of the South Vietnamese flag at the Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) mission in Paris in 1975 that signaled her decision to succeed in her career as a spy and her determination “to be like a chameleon” (268). She found the flag being used as a bathroom rag. She writes: “In my mind I remembered the same flag covering my brother’s casket before he was buried, the same flag covering the bodies of my classmates who had been killed in combat” (267). Krall became not only a successful CIA agent but also carried out counter-espionage work for the FBI. She did undercover work at PRG missions in Paris and New York, and at the Socialist Republic of Vietnam Embassy in France. She also infiltrated Vietnamese communist networks in the United States and France and acted as a courier between the two countries. Her work led to the convictions of David Truong and Ronald Humphrey of espionage on July 8, 1978.11

Krall’s narrative charts a remarkable journey, from daughter of a Vietminh senator to “bastard” child with father “unknown,” from child sympathizer to the revolutionary cause to opponent to the communist regime, from displaced war bride to American spy. Her shifts in identity encode not only a reaction to the historical pressures of the time, but also the formation of her own system of beliefs and values. This she could only do by distancing herself, politically, from her absent father. She gradually came to accept this separation between her father and herself, a separation that was all the more marked in that it was no longer a matter of physical and geographical distance between them, but an ideological gulf. Krall recollects: “As we embarked on our new life alone, I had no way of knowing when I would see my father again. And I would never have dreamed that when I did see him, it would be as a spy for the nation that was to become more of an enemy to him than the French had ever been” (38). At an interview in 2000, Krall explains the reasons for her actions:

When I was seventeen, I wanted to join the army to fight the Viet Cong, and in our society, especially in small towns, we needed soldiers, but there were many families who did not have a favourable view of soldiers and for a girl to join the Army was a no-no. This is something that I felt it was my obligation to do. I reminded myself, you’re doing this for the Southerners, you’re not against your father, you’re against his party.12

This was her means of overcoming the trauma and losses of the Vietnam War and of continuing her service to her country. Her behaviour counters the tradition of the “Three Obediences” (in which a woman owes obedience to her father when unmarried, her husband when married, and her son when widowed), and the perception of Vietnamese women as passive victims of the war. It reveals that women are active agents in their own lives and that there existed a plurality of views among civilians in the South. Krall’s mother joined her to settle in the United States, and her surviving elder brother did likewise in 1986, after numerous failed attempts to leave Vietnam.13 Krall is her father’s daughter in that, like him, she remained true to her beliefs. She acknowledges her similarities to him:

I recognized that I had many of the qualities of my father, even to my high cheekbones, my deepset eyes, and my overbite. Our personalities were similar, too. He was a fighter, having fought the French, capitalism, and the “American imperialists” [...] I was a fighter in my own way, not a noble one, perhaps, but a fair one like my grandfather had taught me to be. I also realized that our family was not unique (84).

Krall’s physical resemblance to her father underlines another parallel: a willingness to act for her political ideals. While it was perhaps not so unusual for a committed communist like her father to give priority to his political goals at the expense of his family, it was more so for Krall, as a daughter, to take such action against everything that her father believed in most deeply and to do so at considerable risk to herself.14 Krall’s decision to testify at the trial of Truong and Humphrey was a courageous one, since it followed the ransacking of her house and threats to her family. She had a seven-year-old child and had to send him away for safety as the time for the trial came close. Much of her work is still classified so is not revealed in the book, but her determination to operate as a spy and to go ahead with her actions reveals the same gritty decisiveness that characterized her father’s decision to leave his family for the “cause.” Krall states that it was he who taught her to love her country. It is ironic that the same sense of patriotism that motivated the father’s actions motivated likewise his daughter’s and younger son’s, but for the opposite side. The father could not control the way in which his children grew up and did not predict that the same loyalty and allegiance that he paid to the North and to the interests of the communist party, they would in turn owe to the South and its greater potential for freedom and political democracy. Krall and her brother Hai Van’s desire to protect the South was as determined as their father’s for the South to submit to the North. As Krall said to her father in Tokyo: “I do not accept the presence of the Ha Noi government in the South” (242). This family drama recaptures in microcosm the wider tragedy of the Vietnam conflict.

A Thousand Tears Falling was nominated for the Georgia Writers’ Non Fiction Author of the Year award in 1996.15 The book generated emotional responses from readers, especially Vietnam veterans.16 By presenting the war from a South Vietnamese civilian perspective and giving it a human dimension, Krall’s narrative provides a space for individual and collective grieving and healing. Krall states at interview that she wrote the book for “people who have questions about Vietnam.”17 She achieved that objective, her work and her public talks impacting on the lives of several veterans by healing wounds that had festered for twenty or thirty years. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports the case of John Givhan, who lost a leg in Vietnam in 1964 and nursed a bitter grievance towards both the Vietnamese people and the United States government for thirty-two years,

until a diminutive Vietnamese-American woman [...] liberated him with a few simple words. “She looked at me and said thank you,” said Givhan, 57, now a retired lawyer [...] “For the first time, a Vietnamese person looked at me and said, “Lieutenant Givhan, if it had not been for you and your comrades, I would not be free today.” It was overwhelming. It lights such a fire in my bosom that I cannot explain it” (Kurylo 1998: D10).18
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Krall relates that she received the most reader responses from Vietnamese veterans and their families, followed by middle-aged Vietnamese men (former soldiers, officers, and re-education camp inmates) and Vietnamese women, who recognized her family’s struggles and pain as reflective of their own experiences. Her narrative reveals that close family ties persisted despite political division and dissension within families. She dedicated the book jointly to her parents and grandparents.

Krall’s account exposes the contrast between the silencing of the South Vietnamese experience from most histories and narratives of the Vietnam War, and her insistence on reminding the reader that the war was primarily a Vietnamese experience. Her writing raises pertinent questions about the way in which the past is signified and remembered, especially in relation to a controversial and highly politicized conflict. It takes its place in a wider project of “remembering” the Vietnam War — “who its heroes were, who must be forgotten, who may mourn.” Her passionate belief in Vietnam and the ideals of the South is allied with a wish for people not to forget the struggles and suffering of the South Vietnamese. Her narrative re-inscribes the South Vietnamese experience into the historical and literary discourses of the war. It is a testament to those who died in it and those who, like her, lost loved ones. For Krall, telling her story is not only an act of memory but also a means of bearing witness to the trauma of the past. Her voice, ultimately, is that of a woman of courage and conviction, and contributes another thread to the tapestry of experiences that makes up the recorded memory of the Vietnam War. It is her memory of the people, places and events of the past that infuses her narrative with such immediacy. As Nicola King writes, “All narrative accounts of life stories, whether they be ongoing stories which we tell ourselves and each other as part of the construction of identity, or the more shaped and literary narratives of autobiography or first-person fictions, are made possible by memory.” The interpretation of Krall’s memory makes for insightful reading: her exposure to both sides of the political divide gives an added depth to her motivations and actions, and encapsulates the many contradictions and complexities of the Vietnam conflict.
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